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Pollution modelling in 
power Industry

• Power Industry is one of the key world industry

• Design and placement of high-voltage poles/pylons require to take
account specific aspects of location. 

• Pollution level ~ significant influence 

(can cause flashover)

• Require to model a pollution level  

• Environmental reason for pollution modelling



Quantification of Pollution
• Pollution level - classification with IV classes (I. – IV.)
• Final pollution level is defined based on 3 partial numerical pollution criterion

• S – total amount of trapped deposit (collected deposit of air pollution particles)
• Sr – the amount of soluble substances of trapped deposit
• g02 – the electrical conductivity of their 0.2% water solution of trapped deposit

• Measuring processes of these 3 criterions are difficult
• Each measuring takes 6 weeks term
• It require a special measuring device installed on pylon
• Measuring Sr and g02 also require a special labolatory analyses
• maintainance of devices

Measuring of these criterions are complicated and expensive. So it is tendency
to modelling them based on another attributes / variables, which are 
measured and monitored by Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute by law from
environmental and healthcare monitoring reasons.   



Our Previous Research

• Computing and Informatics 2022 – Krammer, Kvassay, Forgáč, Očkay, Skovajsová, Hluchý, 
Skurčák, Pavlov: Regression Analysis and Modeling of Local Environmental Pollution 
Levels for the Electric Power Industry Needs

{ https://www.cai.sk/ojs/index.php/cai/article/view/2022_3_861 }

- goal definition, analysis, possible approaches, problems 

[classification–strong class imbalance; regression–significant stochastic character]

• MDPI – Future Internet 2022 special section:  Krammer, Kvassay, Mojžiš, Kenyeres, Očkay, 
Hluchý, Pavlov, Skurčák: Using Satellite Imagery to Improve Local Pollution Models for 
High-Voltage Transmission Lines and Insulators

{ https://www.mdpi.com/1999-5903/14/4/99 }

- model improvement using extra attributes calculated from satellites information

It is still necessary to improve an accuracy of models for practical application and 

deployment of model in industry. 

https://www.cai.sk/ojs/index.php/cai/article/view/2022_3_861
https://www.mdpi.com/1999-5903/14/4/99


Overview of satellites spectral bands 
for definition of attributes 



Group of attributes Number of attributes
in group

Description

SAT – satellite attributes 2340 13 spectral bands {B1,B2,B3,B4, B6, B8, B10, B11, NDVI, NDWI, NDSI, AOT,Mois } ・ 5 
representations {val, absroz, absdif, dif, roz} ・
6 time sequence calculation {min, max, avg, Q25, Q50, Q75} ・
6 space calculation {min, max, avg, Q25, Q50, Q75}. 

RAD – Radar attributes about Rainfall
evaluated for each day and then 
recalculated for 6 week period

580 Processed separately for temporal and spatial data. 6 attributes expressing the 
frequency of precipitation occurrences with graduated intensity of precipitation 
(up to 6 levels), 
574 attributes = 7 correction methodologies radar, v1, v2 . . . v6 ・ 82 attributes. 
The relevant 82 attributes consisted of 49 attributes, using functions (min, max, avg, 
stdev, Q25, Q50, Q75), to create pairs of functions for time aspect (7) ・ spatial
aspect (7) and 33 attributes using functions (min, max, avg, stdev, Q90, Q95, Q99) 
for temporal and spatial aspects separately (if the pair is not included in the group 
above).

RAD2 - Radar attributes
about Rainfall calculated 

for 6 week period

42 The values of expected precipitation in the spatial and temporal surroundings were
grouped into a set, to which one of 6 functions (avg, max, stdev, Q25, Q50, Q75)
was applied, with 7 different correction methodologies (radar, v1, v2 . . . v6) for 
outliers removing. 

SHMU attributes
about air pollution

(attributes from Slovak 
Hydrometeorological Institute 

about air pollution)

5 PM10 - yearly average of concentrations of dust particles with a diameter less than
10 μm. 
PM2.5 - yearly average of concentrations of dust particles with a diameter
less than 2.5 μm. 
NO2 - yearly average of nitrogen dioxide concentrations. 
SO2 - yearly average of sulfur dioxide concentrations.
O3 - yearly average of ozone concentrations.

Spatiotemporal
Attributes

4 GPS-LON - GPS longitude;            GPS-LAT - GPS latitude; ELEV - elevation value; 
Collecting number - represents average date of 6-week measuring proces.

Total original
Input attributes

2971



Non-linear transformation of input attributes

We also used non-linear transformed 
attributes from original 
2971 attributes. 

- Continuous function

- Differentiable function

- Defined for R (not only for positive number)

- Similar with sigmoid, which is often used in 
neural networks

- Change of slope is slowing down which help 
to represents multiple effects from nature 
(saturation effect – for example for radar 
reflectance)



Attribute Selection phase

• Used Forward selection method 
with model – linear regression
• Without interactions
• With interactions between 

attributes
• Calculated Criterions: Root Mean 

Square Error, Rsquared and 
LogLikelyhood

• Takes more than 8 hours
• Selected attributes has strong 

various; there are attributes 
from radar, satellites and also 
SHMU. 

• We also tested another selection 
methods, but with worse results.



Trained random forest models

Model:
Random Forest 
with 100 trees

Validation:
40-fold Cross Val.

Process was 
repeated 20-times 
for different seeds 
(for stat. test)

Table shows 
average 
performance.



Non-parametric Permutation test

• We statistically tested both of the resulting 20-element sets of achieved correlation coefficients to 
verify the significance of the achieved increase in accuracy. 

• To verify the increase in accuracy, we used a statistical non-parametric permutation test, with a 
number of permutations of 200,000, and a Significance level alpha = 0.05;

• Xn represents the 20-element set of correlation coefficients, from the new most accurate model Xo 
represents a 20-element set of correlation coefficients obtained from the model in [15]. 

• Null hypothesis : Xn and Xo have the same mean value;

• Alternative hypothesis : Xn and Xo do not have the same mean value.

• Test statistic: abs (mean(Xn) - mean (Xo));

• A p-value of 0.000281 was achieved for the statistical test implemented in this way, which is 
significantly lower than the limit of alpha = 0.05. We therefore reject the null hypothesis, which 
indicates a significant difference between the two trained models. Overall, the new Random 
Forest regression model achieves a statistically significant increase in accuracy, compared to the 
model presented in our previous reseach [15].



Conclusions

• Confirmation of hypothesis of Precipitation attributes (Radar attributes) 
influence 

• Identification of most relevant input attributes for experts in energetical 
and environmental domains

• Regression model improvement for 2 of 3 defined target attributes

• Statistical improvement confirmation by non-parametric permutation test

• Future: we prepare more sophisticated method for attribute selection, 
which could significantly improve model accuracy. Also we prepare another
input attributes (for example wet deposit) which could better to detect
production / propagation of dust. 


